Here’s what we’re currently stocking in our office— but a title will still show here if we are currently sold out of it. We bring a limited selection of titles we deem most appropriate to our pop-up book store events. Discounts: buy 2, get 5% off, buy 3 or more, get 10% off.

NEW TITLES IN BOLD

From Playwrights Canada Press:

Anthony: How Black Mothers Say I Love You
Ardal: HER2
Atkins, Dunn & Kushnir: The Gay Heritage Project
Aureus: Banana Boys
Badian: Making of St. Jerome
Baig: Acha Bacha
Banks: Bone Cage
Barker: The Hours That Remain
Barker: This is How We Got Here
Beagan: Dreary and Izzy
Beagan: In Spirit
Berthiaume: Yukonstyle
Billette: Bears Sleep At Last, The
Bowen: Flood, The
Braem: Blood: A Scientific Romance
Braem: Josephine Knot, The
Brulémans: Amaryllis & Little Witch
Burkett: Billy Twinkle
Burkett: Penny Plain
Burrows: Gloria’s Guy
Cardinal: Huff & Stitch
Chafe: Between Breaths
Chafe: Marriage
Chafe: Secret Mask, The
Chafe: Under Wraps
Chafe: Oil and Water
Chafe: The Colony of Unrequited Dreams
Chan: Forbidden Phoenix
Chan: Mom, Dad, I’m Living With A White Girl
Chatterton, Parry & Randoja: Gertrude and Alice
Chatterton: Quiver
Cheung: Theory
Close, Griffiths: My Family and Other Endangered Species
Codrington: Up the Garden Path & The Adventures of the Black Girl in Search For God
Coles: Squawk
Cook: Quick Bright Things
Corbeil-Coleman: Guarded Girls
Corbeil-Coleman/Pierre: Twisted
Cornish: Category e
Craig: Tough Case
Cruise: Separate Beds
Dandurand: Th’owxiya
Davies: Romeo Initiative, The
Davies: Silence: Mabel and Alexander Graham Bell
de la Cheneliere: Darwin in a Day
Demers: Whimsy State
Deraspe: You Are Happy
Dunn: Outside
Duquette/Poulin-Denis: Straight Jacket Winter
Dykstra, Greenblatt - 2 Pianos 4 Hands
ed. Alvarez: Fronteras Vivientes
ed. Burton: Long Story Short
ed. Davis-Fisch: Past Lives
ed. Dickinson, Gatchalian, Oliver, Singh: Q2Q Queer Performance Texts
ed. Dickinson, Gatchalian, Oliver, Singh: Q2Q Queer Cdn Theatre & Perf
ed. Ferry: He Speaks
ed. Frey: Ignite: Illuminating Theatre for Young People
ed. Hurley: Once More with Feeling
ed. Kennedy: Pure Gold
ed. King: Queer/Play
ed. Knowles: Shakespeare’s Mine, The
ed. Lee Aquino/Knowles: Asian Canadian Theatre
ed. Lee Aquino: Love and Relationships Vol I
ed. Lee Aquino: Love and Relationships Vol II
ed. Meerzon: Scripting (Im)migration
ed. Mojica/Knowles: Staging Coyote's Dream Vol I
ed. Mojica/Knowles: Staging Coyote's Dream Vol II
ed. Nolan/Knowles: Performing Indigeneity
ed. O'Hara: Two-Spirit Acts
ed. Singh: Performing Back
ed. Singh: Love, Loss and Longing
ed. St. Bernard: Indian Act
ed. St. Bernard, Nolan: Refractions: Solo
ed. St. Bernard/Nolan: Refractions: Scenes
ed. Stephenson: Solo Performance
ed. Thompson: She Speaks
ed. Tsitsias: Director's Lab
ed. Turcott, Turnbull: Canada On Stage
ed. Watkin: Interdependent Magic
Falkenstein: Lac/Athabasca
Flacks: Unholy
Flacks: Waiting Room
Flather: Paradise
Foon: New Canadian Kid & Invisible Kids
Foster Season
Foster: Foursome, The
Foster: Gentleman Clothier, The
Foster: Halfway There
Foster: Ladies Foursome
Foster: Melville Boys, 2nd edition
Foster: On a First Name Basis
Foster: Skin Flick
Foster: Writer, The
Foster: Hilda's Yard
Foster: Jonas and Barry in the Home
Fraser: Five @ Fifty
Fraser: Kill Me Now
Fraser: Love And Human Remains
Fraser: True Love Lies
Fréchette: Carole Fréchette, Two Plays
Gilbert: It's All Tru
Gilbert: St Francis of Millbrook
Graham, Vlaskalic, Tomlinson: Drowning Girls & Comrades
Graham: Gravitational Pull of Bernice Trimble, The
Graham: Pretty Goblins
Grant: Bare Bear Bones
Grant: Bridge, The
Green: Body Politic
Griffith: Fortune of Wolves
Griffiths: The Last Dog of War
Griffiths: Maggie and Pierre & The Duchess
Hannah: Cave Painter / The Woodcutter
Hannah: While We're Young
Healey: 1979
Healey: Proud
Heiti: Black Dog: 4 vs The Wrld
Hennig: Last Wife, The
Hennig: The Virgin Trial
Hennig: Mother's Daughter
Hennig: Cyrano de Bergerac
Hernandez: Femme Playlist & I Cannot...
Hernandez: Singkil
Ho: trace
Kanagawa: Patron Saint of Stanley Park, The
Kanegawa: Indian Arm
Irani: Bombay Plays, The
Knowles: Fundamentals of Directing
Lakra: Sequence
Leiran-Young: Bar Mitzvah Boy
Macdonald: History of Breathing, A
MacFadzean, Moscovitch, Beagan, Atkins: The Mill
MacIvor: Arigato, Tokyo
MacIvor: Best Brothers, The
MacIvor: Bingo!
MacIvor: his greatness
MacIvor: I Still Love You
MacIvor: I, Animal
MacIvor: New Magic Valley Fun Town
MacIvor: One Voice
MacIvor: See Bob Run & Wild Abandon
MacIvor: Try
MacIvor: Who Killed Spalding Gray?
MacKenzie: Bears
Mand: Bronte: The World Without
Majumdar: Fish Eyes Trilogy, The
Martini: Ancient Comedians...
Martini: Blunt Playwright, The
Martini: Greek Playwright, The
Massicotte: Clockmaker, The
Massicotte: Mary's Wedding
Massing: Invention of Romance, The
Meisner: Speed Dating for Sperm Donors
Moeller: An Almost Perfect Thing
Morris: Night
Moscovitch: Bunny
Moscovitch: East of Berlin
Moscovitch: Infinity
Moscovitch: Little One & Other Plays
Moscovitch: Russian Play & Other Short Works, The
Moscovitch: This Is War
Moscovitch: What a Young Wife Ought to Know
Moses: Almighty Voice and His Wife
Mouawad: Bomb in the Heart
Mouawad: Forests
Mouawad: Birds of a Kind
Mouawad: Heavens
Mouawad: Scorched
Mouawad: Tideline
Munsil: That Elusive Spark
Murphy: Armstrong’s War
Murphy: Breathing Hole, The
Murphy: December Man, The
Murphy: Goodnight Bird, The
Murphy: Pig Girl
Nolan: Medicine Shows
Nolan: The Unplugging
Nyman, Lloyd-Jones, Craig: Truth in Play
Ouchi: I Am For You
Ouchi: Mieko Ouchi, Two Plays
Parasram: Take d Milk, Nah?
Parris: Other Side Of the Game
Quintana: Selfie
Roy: Brothel #9
Roy: Sultans of the Street
Sandler: Bang Bang
Sandler: Mustard
Sandler: Punch Up
Sears: Adventures of a Black Girl in Search of God
Shields: Beautiful Man and other short plays
Shields: Soliciting Temptation
Shields: If We Were Birds
Shields: Paradise Lost

From Talonbooks:

Aguirre: Refugee Hotel, The
Aguirre: Blue Box
Aguirre: Chili Con Carne
Archambault: 15 Seconds
Bilodeau: Forward
Bilodeau: Sila

Talonbooks

Visit us at 102, 10033 80 Avenue NW, Edmonton (2nd Floor- stair access only)
780-439-3905
Brodie: The Book of Esther
Calvert and Oliver: Redpatch
Carson: Mom's the Word
Champagne: Playing Bare
Clark: The Trial of Judith K
Clements: Burning Vision
Clements: Copper Thunderbird
Clements: Unnatural and Accidental Women, The
Clements: Edward Curtis Project, The
Clements: Talkers Town and The Girl Who Swam
Clements: Tombs of the Vanishing Indian
Cloran: The Cure for Death by Lightning
Frangione: Cariboo Magi
Frangione: Espresso
French: Salt-Water Moon
Garneau: Warriors
Gray/Petersen: Billy Bishop Goes To War, 2nd Ed
Highway: Ernestine Shuswap Gets Her Trout
Highway: Rose
Highway: The (Post) Mistress
Kerr: Skydive
Kerr: Studies in Motion, 2nd Ed
Kerr: Unity (1918)
Lazarus, Verdecchia: The Art of Building a Bunker
Lill: Glace Bay Miners' Museum, The
Lill: The Occupation of Heather Rose
Loring: Where the Blood Mixes
MacIvor: Marion Bridge, 2nd Ed
MacIvor: Cul de Sac
MacLeod: 2000
MacLeod: Amigo's Blue Guitar
MacLeod: Another Home Invasion
MacLeod: Gracie
MacLeod: Homechild
MacLeod: Hope Slide, The/Little Sister
MacLeod: Shape of a Girl, The/Jewel
MacLeod: Toronto, Mississippi
MacLeod: Valley, The
Murrell: Democracy
Murrell: Faraway Nearby, The
Murrell: Waiting for the Parade
Panych: 7Stories
Panych: Dishwashers, The
Panych: Earshot
Panych: Ends of the Earth, The
Panych: Girl in the Goldfish Bowl
Panych: Gordon
Panych: Lawrence and Holloman
Panych: Sextet
Panych: Shoplifters, The
Panych: Still Laughing: 3 Adaptations
Panych: Trespassers
Panych: Vigil
Pollock: Walsh
Richmond: Legoland
Shigematsu: Empire of the Son
Soutar: Seeds
Soutar: Watershed
Sy: Nine Dragons
Sy: Taste of Empire
Taylor: Only Drunks and Children Tell the Truth
Taylor: Dead White Writer On the Floor
Taylor: In A World Created By A Drunken God
Taylor: God and the Indian
Taylor: Cottagers and Indians
Tremblay, L: Abraham Lincoln Goes To The Theatre
Tremblay, M: Albertine in Five Times
Tremblay, M: Belles Soeurs, Les
Tremblay, M: Bonjour, La Bonjour
Tremblay, M: Damnée Manon, Sacrée Sandra
Tremblay, M: Forever yours, Marie-Lou
Tremblay, M: For the Pleasure of Seeing Her Again
Tremblay, M: Hosanna
Tremblay, M: Marcel Pursued by the Hounds
Tremblay, M: Real World?, The
Tremblay, M: Remember Me
Tremblay, M: Sainte-Carmen of the Main
Verdecchia: Fronteras Americanas
Verdecchia: Line in the Sand, A
Verdecchia: The Noam Chomsky Lectures
Walker: After Class
Walker: And So It Goes
Walker: Dead Metaphor
Walker: East End Plays Part 1
Walker: East End Plays Part 2, 2nd Ed
Walker: King of Thieves
Walker: Moss Park and Tough
Walker: Power Plays, The
Walker: Somewhere Else
Walker: Suburban Motel
Wasserman: Modern Canadian Plays Volume 1
Wasserman: Modern Canadian Plays Volume 2
Young, Kerr, Collier: Tear the Curtain
Youssef: Jabber
Youssef: King Arthur's Night and Peter Panties
Youssef: Winners and Losers

From NeWest Press:

Albert: Scraping the Surface
Cameron: Harvest and Other Plays
Cameron: Dear Johnny Deere
Doyle: The Mighty Carlins and Other Plays
Fraser: Poor Super Man
Fraser: The Ugly Man
Fraser: Snake in Fridge
Lemoine: A Teatro Trilogy
Lemoine: At the Zenith of the Empire
Lemoine: Witness To A Conga
Martini: Martini with a Twist
Massing: The Aberhart Summer
Pengilly: Metastasis and Other Plays
Pollock: Blood Relations and Other Plays
NextFest Anthology 1
NextFest Anthology 2

From Coach House Books:

Billon: Butcher
Billon: Fault Lines
Billon: Treasure Island
Connell: Supine Cobbler, The
Dey: Trout Stanley
Dixon: God In Need of Help, A
Gladstone: Hippies and Bolsheviks
Griffiths: Age of Arousal
Hines: Animals
Hines: Drama
Hines: Hello... Hello
Hines: Pochsy Plays, The
Johns & Thompson: Farm Show, The
MacArthur: Isolated
MacArthur: Exposure (Snowman & girls!girls!girls!)
Nostbakken & Sadava: Mouthpiece
O'Donnell: [boxhead]
O'Donnell: Social Acupuncture
O'Donnell: pppeeeaaaccceee
O'Donnell: Inoculations
Redhill: Goodness
Tannahill: Declarations
Tannahill: Theatre of the Unimpressed
Young: Glenn

From Durville Publications:

Clarke: The Big Secret Book

On Consignment:

Koller: Voices of the Land: The Seed Savers and Other Plays
Fleming: Last Christmas